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GIZMOS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

ABSTRACT OF CAPSTONE
The purpose of this research study was to investigate the use of computer
simulations named Gizmos within a 6th grade middle school mathematics classroom.
This action research project strived to determine how effective the uses of Gizmos
mathematics computer simulations were to enhance student engagement and
motivation.
The study was conducted with a control group completing an activity on
finding percents using proportions called Boss/Secretary while the treatment group
completed a Gizmos computer simulation to explore finding percentages using
proportions. Students within both groups completed a pre and post assessment on the
mathematical concept as well as a pre and post Attitudes Towards Mathematics
Inventory (ATMI). The researcher completed daily observation notes as well. The pre
and post assessments as well as the pre and post ATMI were statistically analyzed and
the observation notes were discussed to determine what significance Gizmos
computer simulations had on student engagement and motivation.
It was determined that, based on the statistical analysis, there was no
significant difference between the control and treatment group with the exception of
one ATMI question: Mathematics helps develop the mind and teaches a person to
think. The observation notes assisted with discussing why there was a significant
difference on this one question. Based on those notes, it was stated that students
within the treatment group had a higher level of excitement with the use of Gizmos
computer simulations than the control group who was completing a Boss/Secretary
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activity. The excitement and engagement that followed within the treatment group
contributed to students having a feeling of mathematics helping them to develop the
mind and teaching them to think. The researcher concluded that through observation
notes and the significant difference found on the ATMI question stated, that Gizmos
computer simulations were somewhat effective in enhancing the engagement and
motivation of students within the treatment group.
KEYWORDS: (Computer Simulations, Engagement, Motivation, Mathematics,
Action Research)
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
For classroom teachers, keeping students engaged and motivated on learning
constitutes one of the most difficult, yet most important day-to-day challenges.
Teachers may become innovators, developing new and interesting pedagogical
approaches to enhance student motivation. However, the schedules of teachers
include many demands that limit the scope and depth of any innovation they can
pursue. As a result, research into classroom innovation and its impact on student
engagement plays a vital role in the future of classroom practice.
According to Guha and Leonard (2002), “establishing and maintaining
classrooms where students are eager and motivated to learn mathematics continues to
be one of the goals of the mathematics education community” (p. 40). Indeed, every
mathematics educator should strive to create an environment where students are eager
and motivated to learn. Student engagement is an essential ingredient to this type of
environment (Vogel et al., 2006). Accordingly, it is the responsibility of the
mathematics educator to implement activities that engage students and assist in
making students eager and motivated to learn the mathematics concepts at hand.
(Guha & Leonard, 2002; Kebritchi, Hirumi, & Bai, 2010).
Computer technology can provide a very helpful engagement tool within
mathematics classrooms. Guerrero, Walker, and Dugdale (2004) state, “Technology
has shown potential for positive effects on student engagement and achievement, on
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teaching techniques, and on the learning environment overall” (p. 16). Through the
use of computers, teachers can provide students with activities that can create
motivation and make them eager to learn (Vogel et al., 2006). According to
Demirbilek and Tamer (2010), “Teaching through games and simulations has a
potential to engage today’s students who are masters of multitasking through
information and communication technologies” (p. 709). Using games and simulations
within a mathematics classroom can increase engagement for students and has the
potential to create an environment of enhanced learning through motivation and
eagerness of students. Yang and Feng Tsi (2004) state, “The use of computers in the
mathematics classroom seems to promote students’ learning motivation” (p. 121).
As Demirbilek and Tamer asserted (2010), one especially fruitful innovation
in computer technology for educators has been games and simulations. In fact, two
years ago, Young et al., (2012) identified and analyzed more than 300 articles
examining video games and educational achievement. Habgood and Ainsworth
(2011) utilized a game titled Zombie Division to teach mathematics to nearly 60
children as part of their examination of intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation in student
learning. Somewhat similarly, Bai, Pan, Hirumi, and Kebritchi (2012) studied the
implementation of a 3-D computer game, DimensionM, in a middle-school
mathematics classroom, to ascertain both knowledge acquired and motivation
exhibited. Resources have been developed offering mathematics teachers’
information about how to use games and simulations with maximum efficacy
(Ellington, Gordon, & Fowlie, 1998; Tobias & Fletcher, 2011).
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One innovation is the use of ExploreLearning computer simulations called
Gizmos, which can provide students within the mathematics classroom the
opportunity to explore mathematics concepts through the engaging activities of
computer simulations. The director of research and design for Explorelearning, Paul
Cholmsky, (2003) found, “A benefit of ExploreLearning’s visual model is that they
are user-manipulable, unlike video or film. Gizmos enable teachers and students to
quickly progress through many different concepts or scenarios in a single session,
dramatically expanding the range of what can be shown, explained, and explored in
the classroom” (p. 10). The ability to have students explore a mathematics concept
through a simulation creates an engaging environment (Demirbilek & Tamer, 2010).
Within this engaging environment, students investigate mathematics concepts at their
own pace through the use of different interactive computer simulations. (Cholmsky,
2003). Due to the interactivity of Gizmos, they can provide students with a
motivation to learn. Students being motivated and engaged can have a positive effect
on achievement for the students (Ozel, Yetkiner, & Capraro, 2008).
Conceptual Framework
Experiential learning theory defines learning as “the process whereby
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results
from the combination of grasping and transforming experience” (Kolb, 1984, p. 41).
Experiential learning theory integrates the following six propositions: “1) Learning is
best conceived as a process, not in terms of outcomes, 2) All learning is re-learning,
3) Learning requires the resolutions of conflicts between dialectically opposed modes
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of adaptation to the world, 4) Learning is a holistic process of adaptation, 5) Learning
results from synergetic transactions between the person and the environment, and 6)
Learning is the process of creating knowledge” (Kolb & Kolb, 2008, p. 43-44). The
use of Gizmos computer simulations creates a transformational learning experience
for students. This transformational learning experience is student centered through the
ability of students to manipulate and engage with the Gizmos on their own at their
own pace through the use of an exploration guide. According to Kolb and Kolb
(2009),
“The ELT (experiential learning theory) model portrays two dialectically
related modes of grasping experience—Concrete Experience (CE) and
Abstract Conceptualization (AC)—and two dialectically related modes of
transforming experience—Reflective Observation (RO) and Active
Experimentation (AE). Experiential learning is a process of constructing
knowledge that involves a creative tension among the four learning modes”
(p. 298).
Figure 1 illustrates the experiential learning model as a continuous cycle of
experience based learning.
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Figure 1: Kolb Learning Cycle
Source: Kolb, 1984
The Kolb learning cycle can demonstrate a cycle of learning within
mathematics when using manipulatives to understand a concept (Hartshorn & Boron,
1990). Active experimentation and concrete experiences are at the heart of learning
mathematics concepts in the early ages of elementary and middle school. Through
active experimentation, learners are undertaking a transformative experience.
Learners are actively experimenting and transforming their knowledge based on what
they are doing (Kolb & Kolb, 2008). Being able to physically and/or visually
manipulate learning tools allows learners to create a concrete understanding of a
concept. Through a learners’ ability in mathematics to use manipulatives to actively
experiment with a concept, learners begin to grasp the concept through a concrete
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experience (Kolb & Kolb, 2008). Within the elementary and middle school setting,
concrete learning experiences are essential for most learners to begin to grasp a
concept (Heddens, 1986). Within the elementary and middle school setting, active
experimentation and concrete experiences go hand in hand within the learning
process to transform understanding and grasp a concept for most learners (Kolb,
2009).
After a learner has completed their concrete experience during the learning
process, it is important to reflect on the experience to reach the point of understanding
the concept. Reflecting on what you have learned allows you to develop a true and
profound understanding of the concepts being explored through transformation of
your understanding of the concept (Kolb & Kolb, 2008). The reflection can take place
during and after the concrete experience where the learner reflects on what they are
doing (Sperling, Richmond, Ramsay, & Klapp, 2012). Reflection can take place
through discussion of the concepts as a group, between the teacher and the students,
or individually. Learners working at their own pace can reflect through the use of
self-driven questions they are provided which can allow educators the ability to lead
students to the desired understanding of a concept (Kritt, 1993).
Abstract conceptualization is the moment most educators want their learners
to achieve. Within mathematics, being able to abstractly understand a concept is
important for learners to be able to build on the concept for further mathematical
understanding (Heddens, 1986). As learners can understand a mathematical concept
abstractly, true learning has occurred (McNeil & Fyfe, 2012). The goal is for
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students to be able to conceptualize abstractly. The hope of an educator is that after
active experimentation, concrete experience, and reflection occurs, a learner will be
able to reach abstract conceptualization and be able to discuss the mathematical
concept abstractly.
The area of mathematics has traditionally been a difficult area to implement
experiential learning theory due to its abstract nature but through the use of
manipulatives, teachers are now able to provide students with a learning experience to
explore abstract concepts (Hartshorn & Boron, 1990). Computer simulations can be
considered one of these types of manipulatives. Gizmos computer simulations can
provide learners the ability to experience mathematics in a way in which all four
components of the experiential learning theory are taking place. The learning
experience that is created through the use of Gizmos computer simulations in relation
to experiential learning theory will provide an engaging experience for students.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate the use of computer simulations
found on the website http://www.explorelearning.com named Gizmos within the 6th
grade middle school mathematics classroom. This investigation will be conducted
through the use of treatment and control groups where Gizmos computer simulations
are used within the treatment group as an activity to facilitate the learning of
mathematics concepts and will not be used within the control group. This study will
be conducted to determine the benefits of motivation and engagement, if any, that the
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use of Gizmos computer simulations can provide within the 6th grade mathematics
classroom.
The use of Gizmos computer simulations within the mathematics classroom
has not been widely investigated by researchers. There is very little research that
exists that provides classroom data about the use of Gizmos. The potential of Gizmos
within a mathematics classroom as a computer tool that can create an engaging
environment for students needs further investigation to provide research on its use
and implementation.
Research Questions and Hypothesis
What impact does the use of Gizmos as mathematics computer simulations
have on a treatment group as opposed to a control group that does not have access to
mathematics computer simulations? To investigate this question, the research will
address the following: What do comparisons of survey results among the treatment
and control groups say about the impact of mathematics simulations on the
motivation and engagement of students based on their responses and feedback? What
do comparisons of classroom observations among the treatment and control groups
say about the impact of mathematics simulations on the motivation and engagement
of diverse students based on in depth observations? What do the comparisons of
multiple-choice assessments among the treatment and control groups say about the
impact of mathematics simulations on motivation and engagement of students? The
treatment and control group will be acquired from the 6th grade mathematics classes
at Leestown Middle School in Fayette County, within the state of Kentucky.
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Significance of the Study
This study contributes to rapidly developing scholarly literature about games
and simulations in education. The groups identified for this study, with their diverse
populations of students across gender, race, and socio-economic status, could offer
especially fertile ground for examining how to motivate students with different
backgrounds, interests, and experiences. Data will be acquired regarding the potential
impact of Gizmos computer simulations as an innovation, which can inform both
further innovation efforts based on games and simulations and scholarship about
those efforts. Introducing the data and analysis from this research study into the
scholarly literature will broaden and diversify what teacher-researchers know and
thus impact future innovation.
More pragmatically, the significance of this study will be to identify for
teachers the possible benefits that are created from the use of Gizmos computer
simulations as a facilitation tool for motivation and engagement within the middle
school mathematics classroom. Educators remain on the lookout for ways to enhance
their instruction, including through the use of computer technology. Creating a study
in which the benefits of a computer simulation such as Gizmos are explored can
provide such educators with an in-depth analysis of this type of computer technology,
which could influence their evaluation of the appropriateness of Gizmos for their own
classroom and thus their decision whether to implement Gizmos.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
For educators, a primary goal within the classroom is to ensure that students are
engaged in the learning process. This engagement can take many forms such as
manipulative based activities, guided practice, etc. K-12 education is not the only
educational setting that this type of engagement is important. Within higher education
and military training situations, student engagement can be essential for higher level
learning and understanding to occur as well (Swalwell & Wilson, 2008). Throughout
the decades, technology has provided additional forms of engagement through the use
of computer games and simulations. This type of engagement was first realized and
adopted in military training situations (Smith, 2007). As time passes and access to
technology became more widespread, higher education began to see the benefits as
well from using computer games and simulations to assist in the learning process
(Scalese, Vivian, Obeso, & Issenberg, 2008). It has only been in the past couple
decades that computer games and simulations have been used to enhance the learning
experience for K-12 students (Demirbilek & Tamer, 2010). Computer games and
simulations have been identified as activities that can potentially assist with student
engagement at multiple educational levels (Guerrero, Walker, & Dugdale, 2004).
Before research on the topic of computer games and simulations can be discussed, it
will be helpful to have a clear idea and definition of what student engagement is.
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Defining Engagement in Education
A critical foundation to discussing engagement in education is defining the
term. For this study, educational engagement shall be defined as the active
participation of a student in the learning process (Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris,
2004). The process, as described by Dewey, may involve hands-on experiential
learning, taking an active role in the construction of educational activities, and/or
listening and interpreting the lessons shared in presentations (Giroux & McLaren,
2011). The active participation in activities, lessons, or computer games and
simulations is essential to learning on a more profound scale (Wood, 2013). When
students are actively pursuing knowledge and understanding through engagement, it
creates a more memorable and profound learning experience (Zyngier, 2008).
Getting Started with Computer Games and Simulations: Military and Higher
Education
After the advent of computer technology, the military was the first to
implement the use of computer games and simulations in learning and training
(Smith, 2007). The military has often been considered the original change agent for
many of the uses of computers that have become popular more broadly. One example
of many, the military began using computers to create flight simulation programs to
allow pilots simulation-based training before they reached a plane or as a way of
providing risk-free continuing training for experience pilots transitioning to new
aircraft or preparing for new flight requirements (Swalwell & Wilson, 2008). This
type of training not only created a safe environment for pilots to learn how to handle
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dangerous situations but also gave them an engaging way to learn and practice how to
fly. Pilots receive hundreds of hours in a flight simulator before they even see the
inside of a cockpit. Computer simulations to assist in flight training for pilots
provided the military an engaging way for pilots to learn and practice how to fly. At
this point in history, computer games and simulations were not widely used due to
their expense. The military was a field where the expense of the computers and the
computer simulations and games were found to be less than that of losing expensive
planes due to the lack of training for pilots. The military discovered the potential of
computer simulations and games within training at the onset of their use (Smith,
2007; Swalell & Wilson, 2008).
In many respects, it is interesting that from the 1960s and 1970s militaryindustrial complex emerged simulation innovations that now enable student
engagement in a host of ways. Certainly, military applications of computer
technologies should not be considered neutral ideologically. The military brings its
focus on defense, with a necessary concurrent emphasis on how to attack and, if
necessary, kill (Smith, 2007). This is quite a stark contrast from the classrooms where
we apply innovations today. However, the military was well funded and had access to
advancements that the general population simply did not, so it makes sense that the
military made many important first steps for simulations (Smith, 2007).
As computer technologies became more widely known and available, higher
education programs adopted them and developed unique games and simulations
designed to enhance and even potentially transform learning. Higher education
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programs such as medicine took notice and began using computer simulations and
games within the training of students to become medical professionals. Traditionally
students training to be medical professionals would take classes where they could use
cadavers to explore the human body. This is still a part of the training process, but
computer simulations have provided medical students the opportunity to train through
their use as well. The computer simulations provide an engaging way for medical
students to hone their medical skills in ways that do not endanger people (Scalese et
al., 2008).
When the School Bell Rings: The K-12 Educational Setting
Over the past two decades computers have become more and more prevalent
within the K-12 education setting due to the decrease in their price and the increase
use and familiarity of computers throughout our society. According to Demirbilek
and Tamer (2010), “ game based learning is a useful method to learn especially when
transformation of abstract terms into concrete ones, and when presenting extensive
learning activities that they can do on their own pace” (p. 710). Computer games and
simulations within K-12 classrooms provide engaging activities for students to
explore a concept or topic at their own pace and they allow learning to become more
individualized (Demirbilek & Tamer, 2010). The amount of computer games and
simulations that are out there for free and for a price are vast. The Internet has created
the situation where computer games and simulations can be easily accessed which has
contributed to their increased use within the K-12 classroom.
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A content area in which computer games and simulations have been found to
be extremely useful with student engagement and achievement is mathematics.
According to Guerrero, Walker, and Dugdale, (2004), “When technology is used well
in middle grade mathematics, it can have positive effects on students’ attitudes
toward learning, on students’ confidence in their abilities to do mathematics, and on
their engagement patterns” (p. 17). Mathematics computer games and simulations
have been found to be extremely helpful to engage students in the learning process
and to assist in the students understanding of mathematics concepts (Ke, 2008;
Demirbilek & Tamer, 2010). Computer games and simulations allow mathematics
teachers the opportunity to practice mathematics skills in an engaging manner that
also provides motivation to learn (Kebritchi et al., 2010; Guha & Leonard, 2002;
Yang & Tsai, 2010). Research completed on computer simulations and games within
the mathematics classroom asserts that they have become assets within the
mathematics classroom to assist with engagement, motivation, and achievement
(Akinsola, 2007; Ke, 2008).
Computer Simulations as Instructional Tools
The history of computer simulation has been discussed to give an idea of their
evolution throughout time but it is important to determine a basic definition of what
computer simulations are as well as what will be the working definition of computer
simulations in context to the research study. Simulations have been used throughout
the years as a way to allow the user to explore concepts with models. According to
Ord-Smith & Stephenson (1975), “Simulation is the technique by which
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understanding the behavior of a physical system is obtained by making measurements
or observations of the behavior of a model representing the system” (p. 3). This very
broad definition of a simulation allows for a very broad interpretation of what can be
classified as a computer simulation. Simulations have been used in different
capacities over the past 60 years. From the military to higher education to P-12
education, computer simulations have long been used to explore, through modeling,
many different concepts that would be otherwise difficult or dangerous to understand
and learn. The definition of computer simulation can differ throughout its history but
in all facets there is exploration through modeling.
The research conducted within this study will focus on computer simulations
within the P-12 setting as an instructional tool. It is important to discuss what
computer simulation will be defined in this context. Jong (1991) identified this
necessity when conducting research on computer simulations within the instructional
setting and developed the characteristics of instructional use of computer simulations
to define their use within instruction. The primary characteristics of instructional use
of computer simulations are: Presence of formalized, manipulable underlying models,
presence of learning goals, elicitation of specific learning processes, presence of
learner activity, and possibility of interfering with the properties of the underlying
model. These characteristics will be the criteria to identify the instructional tool,
Gizmos, as computer simulations that will be used for instructional purposes within
the 6th grade mathematics classroom. It is important to determine the capacity they
will be discussed within this research. Computer simulations have long been used to
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explore, through modeling, many different concepts that would be otherwise difficult
to understand.
Math Education
Math is a subject area that is often referred to as a building block discipline
(Clements, Germeroth, & Sovran, 2015). Creating a strong mathematical foundation
for students throughout elementary and middle school is essential since mathematics
concepts build on one another (Sarama & Clements, 2004). The need to have a
common set of standards to ensure that students across the country would receive the
same rigorous mathematical foundation was identified and the Common Core State
Standards Initiative (CCSSI) was established to create them (Dingman, Teuscher,
Newton, & Kasmer, 2013). The creation of a set of common mathematics standards
provided a national mathematics framework that can offer the following benefits:
Shared expectations for participating states, greater focus than state standards
provided, common standards allow curriculum to be more efficient since participating
states will be following the standards, and assessment quality will be enhanced
(Porter, McMaken, Hwang, & Yang, 2011). Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics (CCSSM) was released in June 2010 and as of 2013, 45 states are
currently implementing these standards in their K-12 mathematics curriculum
(Dingman, Teuscher, Newton, & Kasmer, 2013). The elementary CCSSM focuses
primarily on number sense and operations with 55% of the standards being geared to
these mathematics concepts. These concepts are instrumental in a students’
mathematical foundation. (Cobb & Jackson, 2001). As students conclude their
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elementary education, they have received mathematical instruction on the five content
areas: 1) Operations and algebraic thinking, 2) Number and operations in base ten, 3)
Number and operation fractions, 4) Measurements and data, and 5) Geometry
(Dingman, Teuscher, Newton, & Kasmer, 2013). Within these mathematics content
areas, students learn the basics that prepare them for their time in middle school
mathematics. A content area that students are introduced to in middle school is ratios,
rates, and proportions. Within this content area, students build on their knowledge of
fractions they gained in elementary during their work with the number sense and
operations content area. They enter middle school with a basic foundation for ratios,
rates, and proportions that they have contrived from their work with fractions.
Proportional reasoning is a concept that students begin working with and
understanding in 6th grade mathematics.
Proportional reasoning is a concept that can assist students when they begin
exploring more than just basic uses of percents. Proportional reasoning can be used to
assist with percent of a number problems. Percent problems are typically made up of
a whole value, a part value, and the percent value. One of these values is typically
missing in percent mathematical problems and needs to be solved. This is where
proportional reasoning comes into play. A percent problem can be solved, whether
you are being asked to find the whole, part, or percent, using proportions. Students
within 6th grade learn how to work with proportions and use their knowledge of
proportions to work with percents beyond just basic percentage work. Within any
given percent problem, you will be given two of the following: the whole, part, or
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percent and be asked to find the other. To solve these types of percent problems, you
can set them up as a proportion and solve for the unknown value.
___PART___
WHOLE

=

___PERCENT___
100

Solving percent problems using the proportion method can assist in allowing students
to use the same method to solve percent problems regardless of which of the two
pieces of information are given.
Engagement and Computer Simulations
Computer simulations are used within the educational setting to allow students
the opportunity to explore concepts. Computer simulations also can assist in engaging
students in the learning process. Our society has become very technology driven and
it is common to find children and adults alike engaged in technology-based devices.
Computer simulations allow students to build on their enjoyment of technology to
explore concepts that are not possible to do safely, are complex in nature, and/or are
abstract in nature (Smith, 2012).
The use of technology in the classroom setting can assist in creating an
enhanced learning environment through the engagement of students in the learning
process (Guerrero et al., 2004). Computer simulations are a type of technological tool
that can assist with increasing student engagement. Computer simulations allow
students to engage in the learning experience by being able to explore not only
concrete concepts but abstract concepts as well. This can be beneficial to many
content areas such science and math.
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Engagement and Math Education
Engagement is important to any classroom. Students who are engaged are
more present within their learning experience (Wood, 2013). This is true within the
mathematics setting as well. The goal of an educator is to have students engaged in
the learning experience through tasks that provide students with a far richer learning
experience (Ainley, Pratt, & Hansen, 2006). According to Blumenfeld, Kempler, &
Krajcik, (2006) activities and learning experiences based on authenticity, inquiry,
collaboration, or technology can provide students with the opportunity to think deeply
about the content and construct a better understanding of the content through
engagement.
Mathematics is a building block discipline in which students must understand
a lower level concept to fully understand higher-level concepts that occur throughout
the learning and education process. Mathematics educators must bridge the divide
between concrete and abstract concepts to ensure that concepts are mastered for
students to be able to move on to the next level of concepts (Howden, 1986).
Engagement is the key to being able to continuously build on previous knowledge by
ensuring that students are “all in” with the learning experience. Mathematics
engagement can make the difference between students being able to progress through
to higher levels of mathematics (Ozel et al., 2008).
Since engagement can assist in students being successful in mathematics, it is
important as educators to identify teaching methods and activities that will be
engaging for students (Sowell, 1989). Educators often find activities and choose
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teaching methods that will be engaging for students. The use of technology within the
mathematics classroom can be an example of a type of engagement that educators
could employ. Computer games, activities, and simulations can engage students in the
learning process (Ke, 2008; Kebritchi et al., 2010).
Explorelearning Computer Simulations
Explorelearning computer simulations are Internet simulations called Gizmos
that exist for science and mathematics K-12 and beyond levels. There is very little
research conducted on their use and effectiveness. The simulations provide students
with the opportunity to explore mathematics and science concepts through computer
simulations. Susan Smith (2012) conducted her doctoral dissertation on the science
Explorelearning computer simulations. She found the science Explorelearning
computer simulations to be extremely helpful to close achievement gaps for minority
groups such as African Americans and Hispanics within science due to their
individualized learning possibilities and their engage-ability. She suggested that one
possible extension of her research was to study the implications of implementation of
Explorelearning computer simulations within the mathematics classroom (Smith,
2012).
Conclusion
Based on the lack of extensive research on Explorelearning computer
simulations, there is a need for it. The research conducted on computer games and
simulations provides findings to support the use of computer games and simulations
within mathematics classrooms (Ke, 2008; Akinsola, 2007; Kebritchi et al., 2010).
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Explorelearning computer simulations are a type of computer simulation that can be
used within the science and mathematics classroom but has very limited research on
its benefits. Susan Smith (2012) provided research findings to support their use within
the science classroom and discussed how research on their use within the
mathematics classroom could provide a setting for further research on the use of
Explorelearning computer simulations.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS
Introduction
The primary purpose of this research study is to determine the impact that
Explorelearning computer simulations called Gizmos have on a treatment group as
opposed to a control group that does not have access to the mathematics computer
simulations. To investigate the impact, the research will address the following: What
do comparisons of survey results among the treatment and control groups say about
the impact of mathematics computer simulations on the motivation and engagement
of students based on their responses and feedback? What do comparisons of
classroom observations among the treatment and control groups say about the impact
of mathematics computer simulations on the motivation and engagement of diverse
students based on in depth observations? What do the comparisons of multiple-choice
assessments among the treatment and control groups say about the impact of
mathematics computer simulations on motivation and engagement of students?
Participants
The participants within each of these groups were 6th graders at a middle
school in Lexington, Kentucky. The middle school’s demographics are 29% AfricanAmerican, 42% Hispanic, 27% Caucasian, and 2% other. The middle school is
categorized as 83% free and reduced priced lunch, which classifies the school as
being made up of primarily students that are from low-socioeconomic status families.
The study consisted of a treatment group and a control group. There were 16 students
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in the treatment group and 16 students in the control group. Both the control group
and treatment group had female and male students. The control group had 10 female
students and 6 male students. The treatment group had 8 female students and 8 male
students. The participants were selected based on the mathematics class period they
were enrolled in making it a convenience sample. The researcher has four
mathematics class periods with one of these class periods being a collaborative
mathematics class. The collaborative mathematics class period was not chosen in an
attempt to have a treatment and control group that are similar. The researcher chose
the treatment and control group from the remaining three class periods. The classes
that the control and treatment groups were chosen from were not ability-grouped so
students within the treatment and control groups ranged from below, on, or above
grade level in mathematics abilities. This provided a diverse selection of participants.
Action Research
An action research approach has been chosen for this study due to the nature
of the investigations that will take place. According to Hendricks (2009), “The
purpose of action research is for practitioners to investigate and improve their
practices” (p. 3). The practitioner was the researcher and the research was being
conducted to determine the effects of the use of Gizmos computer simulations in the
mathematics classroom. This research study is striving to do just what Hendricks
(2009) suggested by attempting to investigate the use of Gizmos computer
simulations to determine if they improve the practices of the practitioner’s instruction.
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Gizmos computer simulations are Internet based simulations that must be
purchased, so for practicality purposes, it is important to discover if there are benefits
to the implementation of such simulations. The purpose of this study was to
determine the impact the use of Gizmos computer simulations have on mathematical
instruction to assist in deciding if they are worth the cost. Gizmos computer
simulations are extremely time consuming as well if done properly. Within this
research study, students in the treatment group worked on Gizmos computer
simulations for three 50-minute class periods and there were several students that
didn’t get completed in the allotted time due to the length of exploration guide and
absences. In a school culture where teachers are attempting to cover large amounts of
concepts in a limited amount of time, it is important to determine if the length of time
that Gizmos computer simulations take has a positive effect on the students. The
expense of Gizmos computer simulations and the length of the Gizmos computer
simulations, if done appropriately, are two major issues that exist with Gizmos
computer simulations and it will be important to determine if the needs that Gizmos
computer simulations address are worth dealing with these two issues.
Action research’s primary purpose is to identify a need or problem and
through research attempt to address the need or fix the problem (Chevalier &
Buckles, 2013). Students learn and perform better academically if they are motivated
and engaged (Wood, 2013). There is a need for students to be motivated and engaged
to learn and perform well. This research study addresses this need and strives to
determine if Gizmos computer simulations can provide the desired motivation and
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engagement of students within the mathematics classroom that is needed to learn and
perform well.
Materials
Students within the control and treatment groups received the same
mathematics instruction from the same mathematics instructor for a two-and-a-halfweek period. The students in both groups received the same direct instruction,
homework assignments, and activities to facilitate the learning of mathematics
concepts. The materials provided to both groups were the same except for the use of
the Gizmos computer simulations within the treatment group as an additional activity
for the mathematics concept. The students began the percent unit with direct
instruction on finding the part of a mathematical situation when the percent and
whole are given using multiplication. Students began the unit with direct instruction
due to the fact that students had worked on their understanding of what percents and
decimals represent with hands on activities prior to the unit. The direct instruction
that began the unit built on these concepts that students had explored prior. With this
method, students only need to change their percent to a decimal by moving over the
decimal two places to the left and then multiplying the decimal and whole together.
Students practiced finding the percent of a number and were given homework to
practice this method. Students next worked with real world situations in which they
had to find percent of a number to figure out the tax and tip on a meal. This initial
instruction, activity, and homework took place over a four-day period. After students
worked with finding the percent of a number, they were introduced to using
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proportions to solve percent problems. Students not only were asked to find the
percent of a number but also asked to find the whole of a part using percent or a part
of a whole using percent. The use of proportions allowed students to have one
universal way to solve all three types of percent problems. With this method, they
only had to identify the two elements that are given (percent, part, or whole) and the
one element that was being solved for (percent, part, or whole). After identifying the
information that was given and what they needed to find, the student placed the
values they know into a proportion and solved for the unknown value. Students
received direct instruction, completed class activities, and completed homework on
the use of proportions to solve percent problems for five days. Most of the students’
work involved real-world situations in the form of word problems to ensure that they
could identify what types of information they are given as well as to increase the rigor
of the questions they were working with on the concept of percent application. At this
point, the control group continued with an activity on percents similar to what they
had been working with as the treatment group worked on the Gizmos Computer
Simulations. The period in which the control group and treatment group varied on
activities was three days.
The mathematics concept that was focused on within this research was
percents and proportions. Percents and proportions is a mathematics concept that has
real-world applications and students had been working on completing real-world
problems previously within the class setting. Students within the treatment group
accessed the Gizmos computer simulation that specifically addressed finding a part
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from the percent and whole, a percent from the part and whole, and a whole from the
part and percent using a graphic model. They explored the mathematics Gizmos
computer simulation through the use of the exploration guide that was provided by
Explorelearning (Appendix A). The exploration guide is broken into several sections:
prior knowledge, Gizmos warm-up, Activity a, and Activity b. Students began by
completing the prior knowledge section which was then discussed as a class to
prepare students for the concept being explored within the Gizmos computer
simulation. After the prior knowledge section was discussed, as a class the Gizmos
warm-up was discussed. It was important to discuss how to manipulate and use the
Gizmos computer simulation to ensure that students were able to operate the Gizmos
computer simulation appropriately on their own. After students understood how to
operate the Gizmos computer simulation, students completed activity A and activity
B of the exploration guide using the Gizmos computer simulation. Upon completion
of the exploration guide, students completed the five-question online quiz (percents
and proportions quiz: Appendix B) provided by ExploreLearning for each Gizmos
computer simulation. The students within the treatment group used the Gizmos
computer simulations to explore percents with proportions. The control group did not
have access to the Gizmos computer simulations throughout the length of the study
but did have an opportunity to access them at the conclusion of the study. This
addressed any issues that arose with equality between the control and treatment group
that could have created a threat to internal validity.
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Instruments
Students within both the control group and treatment group completed a preassessment (Appendix C) and post-assessment (Appendix D) on percents that was
explored through direct instruction, class activities, and the use of Gizmos computer
simulations within the treatment group. The pre-assessment and post-assessment
consisted of 10 multiple choice questions that specifically addressed the mathematics
concepts of finding a part from the percent and whole, a percent from the part and
whole, and a whole from the part and percent. The students within both groups
received the same instruction by the same teacher with the only difference being the
use of Gizmos computer simulations within the treatment group while the control
group was continuing working on percents through the use of real world word
problems. The assessments were statistically analyzed using an independent samples
test and paired samples test to determine what, if any, significance the use of Gizmos
computer simulations had on academic success of the treatment group in comparison
with the control group, which could provide evidential support to the possible effects
of the Gizmos computer simulations on student engagement and motivation.
It was important to have students complete a self-inventory prior to the
implementation of the Gizmos computer simulation and after the implementation of
the Gizmos computer simulation to determine their feelings and attitudes towards
math. Several mathematics inventories exist that could be used within a math based
study such as Tapia’s Attitudes Toward Math Inventory (Tapia & Marsh, 2004),
Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (Suinn, Taylor, & Edwards, 1988), and
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Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (Betz & Hackett, 1993). Suinn’s Mathematics
Anxiety Rating Scale (Suinn, Taylor, & Edwards, 1988) deals with mathematics
anxiety, which is not an emphasis within this study so it would not work within this
study. Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (Betz & Hacket, 1993) and Tapia’s Attitudes
Toward Math Inventory (Tapia & Marsh, 2004) both focus on student beliefs about
mathematics, which would make both of these scales appropriate within this research
but it is important to consider which would be better for the participants within this
study. The participants within this study are middle school students so it was
important to choose an inventory that is written in appropriate language for this age
group. Tapia’s Attitudes Toward Math Inventory is written in language that is more
appropriate for the participant’s age group so it was chosen for use within this study.
Students within both the control and treatment groups completed Tapia’s
Attitudes Toward Math Inventory (ATMI) (Appendix E) before and after the use of
Gizmos computer simulation among the treatment group (Tapia & Marsh, 2004).
According to Grabowski and Ke (2007), “This web-based, 5-point Likert scale
inventory contained 40 items investigating students’ self-confidence, value,
enjoyment and motivation towards mathematics. This inventory reliably measured
math attitudes with a Cronbach alpha of 0.97” (p. 253). This inventory provided the
researcher with reliable data about participants’ attitudes towards math before and
after the use of Gizmos computer simulations within a mathematics classroom.
As another data collection method, the researcher also observed and
monitored students throughout the study. The researcher videotaped class sessions of
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both the treatment group and control group during the two-and-a-half-week time
period as well as kept observation notes throughout the research study. At the
conclusion of the three-week study period, the researcher reviewed the video
documentation of the class sessions and compiled more in-depth observation notes.
These notes will be discussed within the findings and conclusion sections.
Procedures
The study occurred over a two-and-a-half-week time period between April
and May 2015. The treatment group and control group received the same instruction
and activity treatment during this period with the exception of the treatment group
having access to Gizmos computer simulations for the mathematics concept of
percents and proportions. Participants in both groups completed a pre-assessment and
post-assessment for the mathematics concepts being taught. These took place on the
first day of instruction and last day of instruction. Participants in both groups
completed the ATMI at the beginning of the study and at the conclusion of the study.
Daily observations were made by the researcher throughout the process with the use
of note taking throughout the class sessions as well as video recordings of the class
sessions.
The students within both groups received the same instruction by the same
teacher with the only difference being the use of Gizmos computer simulations within
the treatment group and not within the control group. The basic instruction that both
groups received from the same teacher will consist of direct instruction, note taking,
in class activities, independent practice, and homework. Magliaro, Lockee, & Burton
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(2005) defined direct instruction (DI) as, “an instructional model that focuses on the
interaction between teachers and students. Key components of DI include modeling,
reinforcement, feedback, and successive approximations” (p. 41). The direct
instruction that took place throughout the research study remained consistent with this
definition. The control group completed a real-world word problems independent
activity on the days that the treatment group completed the Gizmos computer
simulation for the mathematics concept percents and proportions. The Gizmos
computer simulation activity had multiple aspects. Students worked through the
Gizmos computer simulation with the use of an exploration guide (Appendix A). The
exploration guide provided students with a very detailed process to explore the
simulation to its fullest potential.
Validity and Reliability Issues
It is important to discuss the validity and reliability issues that arose within
this research study. Due to the nature of the selection of the participants, the
participants within this study were not randomly chosen but instead selected based on
the class period they were enrolled in. This type of selection does not allow for a
random selection, which could be considered a possible threat to validity. With this
research study being conducted within a middle school among already developed and
created class periods, it is necessary to have already formed populations. To address
this possible threat to validity, the researcher picked two class periods out of the five
possible choices that seem to be the most similar to one another in demographics as
well as academic achievement.
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The participants within this study were aware that the study was being
conducted and this could be a possible threat to validity. Participants were minors so
they needed to have consent forms signed by parents and the consent forms gave a
description of the study. Prior to the research study, participants were fully aware that
they were part of a research study and also whether they were part of the treatment or
control group. It is possible that knowing they were part of the research study could
have affected how participants acted and behaved throughout the research study. This
type of effect could be considered the Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect is a
research theory in which the behavior of the participants within a research study can
be affected by their knowledge of being in the study (Cook, 1962). It is a possibility
that the knowledge that they were involved within a research study could have
affected the participants’ behavior throughout the research study. The possibility of
the Hawthorne Effects was an unavoidable threat to validity due to the fact that the
participants were minors and students within the researchers’ classroom. It is
important to acknowledge this possible threat to validity.
Researcher bias is another threat to validity that needed to be addressed to
ensure that it did not affect this research study. With this research study being
considered an action research study it was important to recognize that the researcher
was a participant within the study. The researcher also comes to the research study
being an advocate of the use of Gizmos computer simulations due to the fact that they
have been used within the researcher’s classroom prior to the study. It was essential
for the researcher to acknowledge these biases towards Gizmos computer simulations
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to make the researcher aware of them to ensure that the bias did not influence the
implementation, evaluation of implementation, and development of the conclusion
and findings of the study.
A threat to reliability could be the observation component as a data collection
tool. As a practitioner, the researcher was constantly not only dealing with the
implementation of the Gizmos computer simulation but also daily teacher duties such
as discipline issues that might arise. Note taking during the implementation of the
Gizmos computer simulation might be difficult to impossible at times making the
observations that are recorded through note taking to be incomplete or not as in-depth
as necessary. The researcher addressed this threat to reliability by videotaping the
implementation of the Gizmos computer simulations and reviewing these recordings
after the implementation to add to and complete the observation notes. The recordings
allowed the researcher to compile very in-depth and comprehensive observation
notes, which addressed the threats to reliability that arose with the observation
component as a data collection tool.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
Overview of the Study
The research study that was conducted took place over a two-and-a-half-week
period among middle school students within the 6th grade mathematics class. Students
within this research study completed a mathematical unit on percents. Students within
both the control and treatment groups received the same instruction, activities, and
homework through the two-and-a-half-week period with the exception of Gizmos
computer simulations. During the two-and-a-half-week period, the researcher
completed observations of class sessions. The treatment group completed a three-day
session of using Gizmos computer simulations to explore percents using proportions
while the control group worked on real world word problems to explore percents
using proportions. At the beginning of the unit, both the treatment and control groups
completed a pre-assessment as well as the Attitudes Towards Mathematics Inventory
(ATMI). At the conclusion of the unit, both the treatment and control groups
completed a post-assessment as well as the ATMI. The purpose of the research study
was to identify the impact the use of Gizmos computer simulation on engagement and
motivation among students.
Treatment and Control Group Observations
The treatment and control groups consisted of 16 students in each group. The
ability levels of these students among each group varied. The researcher conducted
observations throughout the two-and-a-half-week period the percent unit took place.
These observations were documented throughout the process through daily notes and
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video recorded daily observations. The researcher compiled minimal daily notes
during observations and concluded each day by watching the video recordings of the
treatment and control group to finish the daily observation notes.
Observation Notes Summary
Observation notes were completed for each day starting on April 27th and
ending on May 12th. The treatment group worked on the Gizmos computer simulation
on May 6th, May 7th, May 8th, and May 11th. The researcher completed a daily journal
with a quick overview of the class periods being observed and also videotaped each
class period during this time period to review during the summarization. The
following are summaries of the observation notes and videotape viewing from each
day.
April 27th:
Students in both the control and treatment groups completed the Attitudes
Toward Mathematics Inventory (ATMI) and percent pre-assessment on April 27th, the
first day of the unit. The ATMI has forty questions and the pre-assessment was
compiled of ten multiple-choice questions. The students completed both of these
during the entirety of the class period. Students within both groups were very well
behaved doing this. Students within both groups were unclear of the meanings of
certain words found in the inventory such as dreaded and insecurity.
April 28th:
April 28th began the actual instruction for both the control and treatment
groups. The lesson began with a basic percent bellringer in which students changed
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percents to decimals. After students completed the five question percent bellringer,
each class went over how to convert percents to decimals by discussing the answers.
Students in both groups appeared confident in changing percents to decimals.
Students received direct instruction on finding the percent of a number by changing
the percent to a decimal and multiplying the decimal and whole to discover the part.
The direct instruction was composed of a PowerPoint presentation, video, and class
discussion. When the direct instruction was concluded, the researcher passed out
homework and discussed what would be necessary for the students to do to show their
work by going over the first several questions. Students concluded class with working
independently on their homework.
The control group and treatment group were similar in their observations for
this day. The students in both groups completed the bellringer efficiently and quietly.
During direct instruction, the majority of the treatment group was listening and taking
notes. The treatment group had no behavior issues. During direct instruction, the
majority of the control group was listening and taking notes. The control group did
have some behavior issues during the class period and the researcher dealt with these
accordingly.
April 29th:
Students began class with a bellringer on finding the percent of a number with
simple computation problems. Students had five minutes to work on these problems
and the answers were then discussed as a class. Students were asked if they had any
questions about homework and within both the control and treatment groups several
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questions were discussed. At the completion of reviewing homework, the main
activity was introduced. The main activity dealt with finding sales tax, finding tip,
and discounts on meals. The students were given a menu and were asked to compile
an order and add the order up to get a total. After students compiled their order, they
picked a percentage discount they wanted to apply and apply it. Once they found the
discount they subtracted it from the initial total. Students then took this new total and
found the sales tax and added it. After sales tax was added, they found the tip and
added that to discover their final total they would have to pay. This was a real worldsituation that students will encounter with percentages that they need to be able to
address.
The control and treatment groups both were actively working on this activity.
Both groups were engaged and students were asking questions when they didn’t
understand how to complete a section. All of the students within both groups
appeared to enjoy this activity with its real-world application. They were discussing
how to complete the activity with their partners and were on task throughout the
activity.
April 30th:
Students completed a bellringer on percent of a number upon entering class.
The bellringer consisted of percent of a number real world word problems. Students
had previously worked with percent of a number computation problems so they
struggled with word problems as they were working on them in both groups. As a
class, answers were discussed as well as how student would begin attacking these
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types of problems. After the bellringer was discussed, students received percent of a
number word problems worksheet. Students were shown how they were going to start
annotating these types of questions by identifying the total and percent within the
problem by underlining these amounts and writing T for total and % for percent.
Within both the control and treatment groups, two questions were completed together
to ensure students understood how to complete them. Within the control group,
students worked on several of the problems on their own before it was time to leave
class. Within the treatment group, students seemed engaged in the word problems but
there were several students that were passive during the class period. Within the
control group, due to constant behavior redirections and behavior issues within the
control group, students did not have time to work on their own before it was time to
leave the class like the treatment group.
May 4th:
Students began class working on a bellringer dealing with finding the percent
of a number. The bellringer consisted of real world word problems similar to
problems they had already seen. The answers to the bellringer questions were
discussed after students had time to complete them. Students received direct
instruction on the use of proportional reasoning to solve percent problems through the
use of PowerPoint presentation, video, and note taking. Students completed note
taking while they were receiving direct instruction. At the completion of direct
instruction, students within both groups participated in guided practice and concluded
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class with independent practice by starting on homework on the concept of using
proportional reasoning to solve percent problems.
Students within the treatment group were very attentive and participating
throughout the lesson. Students within the treatment group were completing the
guided practice with teacher assistance and began working on the independent
practice as well. Treatment group students were asking questions throughout guided
practice and independent practice to better understand the concept. The majority of
the students within the control group were attentive and participating throughout the
lesson. Several students within the control group were creating behavior issues
throughout the direct instruction and redirection had to be given multiple times to
several of the students. These behavior disruptions and redirections created a
distraction for students within the control group that were attempting to participate
and to be attentive. The students in the control group completed the guided practice
and began working on the independent practice as well.
May 5th:
Students began class with a bellringer on finding the percent of a number. The
first 15 minutes of class were spent on completing the bellringer as well as discussing
answers as a class. After bellringer had been discussed, students received percent of a
number word problems sheet. As a class, one problem was completed to ensure
students understood what they were being asked to do. After students were clear as to
how to complete the word problems, students began working in partners on the
percent of a number word problems. Students were asked to annotate in which they
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were underlining important information, boxing in numbers and circling what they
were being asked to do. Students worked in pairs to complete these word problems
for the remainder of class.
Students within the treatment group worked very well together and there were
no behavior issues. They worked with their partners to complete the word problems
and raised their hands when they needed assistance. The control group had a difficult
time getting started due to several behavior issues that occurred throughout the
teacher-led instruction. When students began working in pairs there continued to be
behavior issues within the control group. Several partners had to discontinue partner
work and work individually.
May 6th Gizmos computer simulation day:
Treatment Group:
Students began work on the percent and proportion Gizmos computer
simulation. Class began by completing the prior knowledge question in the Gizmos
exploration guide. Students completed the prior knowledge question within three to
five minutes. The answers to the prior knowledge questions were then discussed as a
class. The exploration guide was explained. The exploration guide was easy to follow
if it was read carefully and the students did exactly what it says. After the prior
knowledge section as well as the entire Gizmos exploration guide was discussed, the
treatment group went down to the computer lab to begin using the Gizmos. Student
logins were passed out to students for explorelearning.com and students began getting
logged on. Students were told again to follow the exploration guide to ensure that
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they were completing the Gizmos correctly. The beginning paragraph to the Gizmos
warm-up was read through as a class and students began working. Students had a
tough time at first realizing they needed to follow the exploration guide to the word. It
had been explained to the students several times but they truly realized this when they
began working on it. Several students had a difficult time getting started due to the
fact that they had to figure out, based on the exploration guide, what to do. Several
students asked for assistance. The researcher helped them by reading the exploration
guide to/with them. One student stated, “You were right, you just do exactly what it
says.” Students began to understand how to use the exploration guide as well as the
Gizmos computer simulation. Most students completed only the Gizmos warm-up but
some started on section A. Some students that normally have a hard time working on
things on their own, did well on getting it completed and were half way through
section A when time was up. We stopped when class was up and the exploration
guides were taken up. When the researcher told the students class was over, one
student went “Ahhh” because they wanted to continue. All students in the treatment
group were actively working on Gizmos computer simulations and there were no
behavior issues.
Control Group:
Students entered class and were given a two-question bellringer on percents
and proportions. Students completed this bellringer and it was reviewed as a class.
After which students were allowed to ask quick, simple questions about the
homework due to the fact that several students had voiced their concerns about what
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to do with several questions. After this, students worked in partners on percent
proportion questions completing the boss/secretary activity. For the boss/secretary
activity, students are in partners and one person is the boss and the other person is the
secretary for each question. They switch roles after each question. The boss tells the
secretary what to write and do. Students worked well together doing this activity.
During bellringer and homework discussion the majority of students were spacing out
and not paying attention. They looked very disinterested at times. For boss secretary,
all students were working hard and actively participating.
May 7th Gizmos computer simulation day:
Treatment Group:
Students arrived in the computer lab right away before announcements began
so that they would be ready to go as soon as school/class started. Students picked up
where they left off yesterday on the Gizmos. Several students struggled with reading
and understanding the steps of the exploration guide. The researcher had to check in
with them regularly to assist with their reading through the exploration guide. These
students have lower reading grade levels so this could explain their difficulty within
this area. Students seemed to get the hang of how to manipulate the Gizmos and were
working along. Questions that students struggled with the most dealt with explaining
how or why. Students struggled with what a third was visually as a percent. The
researcher went to several students and drew a bar model to represent a third to assist
with their determination as to what percent represented a third. This assisted most of
the students that struggled with this problem in understanding what percent a third
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would be. There is only one more day allotted for Gizmos. It appeared on this day
that some of the students were not going to complete their exploration guide due to
their slow progression through the exploration guide. This was due to the fact that
students were working at different paces. All students appeared to be working hard to
complete the exploration of the Gizmos.
Control Group:
Students began the class period with a bellringer in which they were finding
the percent of a number. The bellringer was reviewed and discussed as a class.
Students then got out their homework and they were able to ask questions about their
homework for a period of time. After homework was reviewed, students began
working on the boss/secretary activity in which they began working on the day
before. Students were engaged and working with their partner throughout the class
period. Students completed the boss/secretary activity today and when they were
finished, they worked on the homework assignment that was due the next day.
May 8th:
Treatment Group:
Students continued to work on Gizmos computer simulations on percents and
proportions. Multiple students were finishing up with their Gizmos exploration guide
within the first half of the class period so they were given a test review packet to start
allowing them to prepare for the unit assessment on percents. There were still several
students that were not completed with section A the prior day so it was important that
these students get right to work. Students were work at their own pace so students
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continued throughout the class period finishing up at different times and when they
were finished, they began working on the test review packet. The class finished up
with several students still not finished with their Gizmos computer simulation
exploration guide.
Control Group:
Students began the class with an entry activity in which they had to find the
percent of a number. When students had had a sufficient amount of time to work on
their entry activity, the entry activity was discussed as a class and answers to the
questions were reviewed. Students then turned in their homework that was due on this
day. Students were given an independent practice in which they had to find the
percent of a number from real world word problems. Students worked independently
on these real world word problems for the remainder of class. When students were
completed with their independent practice, they were given the test review packet to
start allowing them to prepare for the unit assessment on percents.
May 11th:
Treatment Group:
Students began in the computer lab to finish Gizmos quizzes. Those who were
finished worked on their test review worksheet they received on May 8th. A student
asked to use her Gizmos to work on her test review worksheet. After students
completed the quiz time, students returned to class and were given 15 minutes to
work on test review worksheet so they could ask questions as well as get individual
assistance from the researcher as they were working. When time concluded, students
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were allowed to ask questions about the worksheet. Two questions were reviewed
with students. Students then participated in a review game with dry erase boards. The
question would flash on the board and students would answer the question on their
dry erase boards. Students were using percent proportion method as well as percent of
a number multiply method when they could. Students were informed that the test
tomorrow would have 10 questions on it and they would be given 40 minutes to
complete it. The class was then concluded.
Control Group:
Students received a test review worksheet upon entering the classroom. They
were given 15 minutes to work on it individually so they could ask questions as well
as get individual assistance from the researcher as they were working. When time
concluded, students were allowed to ask questions about the worksheet. Three
questions were reviewed with students. Students then participated in a review game
with dry erase boards. The question would flash on the board and students would
answer the question on their dry erase boards. Students were using percent proportion
method as well as percent of a number multiply method when they could. Students
were informed that the test tomorrow would have 10 questions on it and they would
be given 40 minutes to complete it. The class was then concluded.
May 12th:
Students within both the treatment and control group completed the percent of
a number post assessment as well as the post ATMI inventory. The post assessment
consisted of 10 multiple-choice questions and was graded and initial analysis was
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given through a program called Gradecam. Www.gradecam.com is an online program
in which educators can assign students a student number, print out bubble forms for
each student, have students fill out the bubble forms during the assessment, and then
scan the forms to immediately grade the student’s post assessment. Upon scanning all
students post assessment bubble forms, the educator is able to receive a detailed
analysis of how the students did on the given assessment. The educator can review
the classes overall percentage on the assessment, individual student assessment
scores, and individual test item percentages. This is in no way a detailed statistical
analysis but it does provide the educator with preliminary results as well as data that
can be statistically analyzed. The Gradecam program was used to produce
preliminary results for pre-assessment, pre ATMI inventory, and post ATMI
inventory as well.
Analysis of Data
Pre-Assessment vs. Post-Assessment
Students within the control and treatment groups took a pre-assessment that
consisted of 10 multiple choice questions and after the two-and-a-half-week period of
instruction, students within both groups took a post-assessment that consisted of 10
multiple choice questions. The preliminary group data for control and treatment
groups is summarized.
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Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Student 8
Student 9
Student 10
Student 11
Student 12
Student 13
Student 14
Student 15
Student 16
Overall
Percentages

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Student 8
Student 9
Student 10
Student 11
Student 12
Student 13
Student 14
Student 15
Student 16
Overall
Percentages

Treatment Group Assessment Data
Pre-Assessment
Post-Assessment
5/10 – 50%
6/10 – 60%
2/10 – 20%
10/10 – 100%
4/10 – 40%
6/10 – 60%
5/10 – 50%
7/10 – 70%
6/10 – 60%
10/10 – 100%
3/10 – 30%
10/10 – 100%
2/10 – 20%
9/10 – 90%
1/10 – 10%
4/10 – 40%
3/10 – 30%
8/10 – 80%
6/10 – 60%
8/10 – 80%
1/10 – 10%
8/10 – 80%
3/10 – 30%
2/10 – 20%
4/10 – 40%
8/10 – 80%
2/10 – 20%
4/10 – 40%
2/10 – 20%
6/10 – 60%
3/10 – 30%
7/10 – 70%
32.5%
70.63%

Control Group Assessment Data
Pre-Assessment
Post-Assessment
3/10 – 30%
3/10 – 30%
1/10 – 10%
5/10 – 50%
4/10 – 40%
9/10 – 90%
2/10 – 20%
8/10 – 80%
3/10 – 30%
9/10 – 90%
4/10 – 40%
8/10 – 80%
3/10 – 30%
8/10 – 80%
4/10 – 40%
1/10 – 10%
5/10 – 50%
6/10 – 60%
6/10 – 60%
10/10 – 100%
3/10 – 30%
10/10 – 100%
2/10 – 20%
10/10 – 100%
2/10 – 20%
7/10 – 70%
4/10 – 40%
6/10 – 60%
3/10 – 30%
7/10 – 70%
2/10 – 20%
5/10 – 50%
31.88%
63.75%
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The treatment group had an overall pre-assessment percentage of 32.5% and
overall post-assessment percentage of 70.63%. The control group had an overall perassessment percentage of 31.88% and an overall post-assessment percentage of
63.75%. The treatment group percentage increase between pre-assessment and postassessment was 38.13% and the control group percentage increase between preassessment and post-assessment was 31.87%.
The control and treatment group data for pre and post assessment was
statistically analyzed. An independent sample test and a paired samples test were
conducted.
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95% Confidence
Interval of the

F

Sig.

t

Df

Sig. (2-

Mean

Std. Error

tailed)

Difference

Difference

Difference
Lower

Upper

Equal
variances
Increase
in Pct

.006

.937

.000

30

1.000

.000

9.329

-19.052

19.052

.000

29.727

1.000

.000

9.329

-19.060

19.060

assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
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Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Interval of the

TrtCtrl

Mean

Control

PostAssessPct –
PreAssessPct

Treatment

PostAssessPct –

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean

Difference
Lower

Upper

T

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

38.125

27.621

6.905

23.407

52.843

5.521

15

.000

38.125

25.091

6.273

24.755

51.495

6.078

15

.000

PreAssessPct



The mean increase in percent for both the control group and the treatment
group are both 38.125%. So the P-value is 1, the largest possible value, which means
there is no evidence to indicate that there is any difference in the mean improvement
in percent correct between students who participated in the Gizmos simulation and
those who did not. The graphs emphasize this as well:

GIZMOS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

ATMI Pre vs. ATMI Post
The Attitude Toward Mathematics Inventory consists of questions that
identify student attitudes towards mathematics. Students completed the ATMI before
the unit on percent of a number began and completed the ATMI at the conclusion of
the unit. Within this research study, the idea of student engagement was investigated.
The following questions were identified from the ATMI as questions that addressed
engagement:
Question 3: I get a great deal of satisfaction out of solving a mathematics
problem.
Question 4: Mathematics helps develop the mind and teaches a person to
think.
Question 11: Studying mathematics makes me feel nervous.
Question 12: Mathematics makes me feel uncomfortable.
Question 18: I am able to solve mathematics problems without too much
difficulty.
Question 21: I feel a sense of insecurity when attempting mathematics.
Question 24: I have usually enjoyed studying mathematics in school.
Question 26: I like to solve new problems in mathematics.
Question 29: I really like mathematics.
Question 31: Mathematics is a very interesting subject.
Question 32: I am willing to take more than the required amount of
mathematics.
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Question 34: The challenge of math appeals to me.
Question 36: I believe studying math helps me with problem solving in other
areas.
Question 37: I am comfortable expressing my own ideas on how to look for
solutions to a difficult problem in math.
Question 38: I am comfortable answering questions in math class.
The questions identified as engagement related were statistically analyzed
through the completion of a Wilcoxon signed ranks test.

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2tailed)

Wilcox Signed Ranks Test
Post11 –
Post3 - Pre3 Post4 - Pre4
Pre11
-.944b
-1.999b
-.593b
.345

Post21 Pre21
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2tailed)

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2tailed)

.046

Post24 Pre24

.553

Post26 Pre26

Post12 Pre12
-1.842b

Post18 Pre18
-.289b

.065

.772

Post29 Pre29

Post31 Pre31

-1.709b

-1.822b

-.492b

-.549b

-1.393b

.088

.068

.623

.583

.164

Post32 Pre32
-.029c

Post34 Pre34
-.499b

Post36 Pre36
-.338c

Post37 Pre37
-.159b

Post38 Pre38
-.087c

.977

.618

.735

.874

.931
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To determine if the Attitude Towards Mathematics Inventory showed a
significant level of difference between the control and treatment group, there would
need to be a 5% significance level among the questions. It would be expected that 1
in 20 tests would be significant even when there is no difference in the mean of the
two groups. Only one question did have a significant change. There was one test out
of the 15 tests above with a P-value of less than 0.05, question 4: Mathematics helps
develop the mind and teaches a person to think. With this size of sampling being
small, it cannot be completely known that it was a significant difference but it appears
to be based on the statistical analysis. A brief discussion of each question will follow.
Question three:
Question three addressed to what degree of satisfaction a student gets out of
solving a mathematics problem. This research study is addressing the impact of the
use of Gizmos computer simulations on engagement and motivation and the
satisfaction a student gets out of solving a mathematics problem can correlate to how
engaged and motivated a student might become. The researcher throughout the
process of this study commonly saw students within both the control and treatment
groups satisfied when they solved a mathematics problem. This satisfaction led to
students within both groups being engaged and motivated to continue their activities.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.346. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question three. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship between
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the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree of satisfaction a student gets
out of solving a mathematics problem. This finding can be understood based on the
fact that students within both the control and treatment groups were observed being
satisfied when they solved a mathematics problem. The researcher observed this
satisfaction with all activities that took place between both groups so it makes sense
that there would not be a significant difference found on this specific question.
Question four:
Question four addressed to what degree students feel mathematics helps them
develop the mind and teaches them to think. The research study focuses on the impact
of Gizmos computer simulations on engagement and motivation. If a student is
excited and engaged in what they are doing, it can correlate with a student feeling
mathematics helps them develop their mind and teaches them to think.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-survey and post-ATMI
survey, the question had a P-value of 0.046. A P-value less then 0.05 indicates a
significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI question 4. This would
indicate that there is a significant relationship between the use of Gizmos computer
simulations and the degree students feel mathematics helps them develop the mind
and teaches them to think. The observation notes can assist with discussing why there
was a significant difference on this question. Based on observation notes, it was
stated that students within the treatment group had a higher level of excitement with
the use of Gizmos computer simulations than the control group who was completing a
boss/secretary activity. The excitement and engagement that followed within the
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treatment group translated in them having a feeling of mathematics helping them to
develop the mind and teaching them to think more so then the control group. With the
observations completed by the researcher, it makes sense that there was a significant
difference found between the treatment and control groups on this question.
Question eleven:
Question eleven addressed to what degree studying mathematics makes
students feel nervous. The research study focused on Gizmos computer simulations
that students within both the treatment and control groups had never used before. The
researcher observed students excited about using Gizmos computer simulations
within the treatment group but also nervous about how to use them. Students within
the control group were observed being nervous about using the boss/secretary activity
since they were being asked to describe how to solve a mathematics problem to
another student.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.553. However, a P-value greater then a
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question eleven. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship between
the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree that studying mathematics
makes students feel nervous. This finding can be understood by the fact the
mathematics concept being discussed within this study, exploring and determining
percents, was a new concept to students that had been introduced students for the first
time within this math class. The research study was also taking place among 6th grade
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students who were observed by the researcher to often be nervous about solving
mathematics problems that were new concepts to them. Students within both the
control and treatment group appeared to be nervous at times during the Gizmos
computer simulations activity and boss/secretary activity for different reasons so it
would make sense that there would be no significant difference for this question in
reference to the research study.
Question twelve:
Question twelve addressed to what degree mathematics makes students feel
uncomfortable. Being nervous and uncomfortable typically go hand in hand,
especially among 6th grade aged children. Students within both the control and
treatment group were observed being not only nervous but also uncomfortable at
times with dealing with the new mathematics concept that was at the center of the
research study. During the activities that differed between the control and treatment
groups, being uncomfortable was observed. Students within the treatment group had
never worked with Gizmos computer simulations before so they were nervous and
uncomfortable at first. Students within the control group were uncomfortable at times
because they had to describe how to solve a mathematics problem to another student.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.065. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question twelve. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship between
the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree mathematics makes students
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feel uncomfortable. This can be understood through the observations of the researcher
that students were nervous and uncomfortable at times within both the control and
treatment group since the mathematics concept being observed was relatively new to
the students. The students within the treatment group showed signs of being
uncomfortable at times because not only was the mathematics concept new but the
use of the Gizmos computer simulations were as well. The students within the control
group showed signs of being uncomfortable because not only was the mathematics
concept new but students were also having to describe how to solve these types of
problems to other students while completing the boss/secretary activity. With all of
this being taken into consideration, it makes sense that there would be no significant
difference with this question.
Question eighteen:
Question eighteen addressed to what degree students were able to solve
mathematics problems without too much difficulty. The pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
were taken in both the control and treatment groups at the conclusion of instruction of
a mathematics concept. The pre-ATMI was taken prior to introduction of the percents
unit but at the conclusion of another unit. The post-ATMI was taken at the conclusion
of the percents unit. The majority of the students were answering both the pre-ATMI
and post-ATMI when they understood a mathematics concept at their mastery level.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.772. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
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question eighteen. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students were able to
solve mathematics problems without too much difficulty. This finding can be
understood when one considers when students were taking the pre-ATMI and postATMI. Students completed the ATMI at times when most should have been feeling
pretty good about their abilities to solve mathematics problems without too much
difficulty. Since both the control and treatment groups were at the same place in their
mathematic journey with the given mathematics concepts, it makes sense that there
would be no significant difference with this question.
Question twenty-one:
Question twenty-one addressed to what degree students feel a sense of
insecurity when attempting mathematics. The control and treatment groups were
made up of 6th grade students that were of all mathematics ability levels. The
researcher observed not only throughout the research study but throughout the entire
school year with these students, that typically those that were of average to
exceptional mathematics abilities were more secure when attempting mathematics on
a daily basis and those students that were average to low mathematics abilities were
less secure when attempting mathematics on a daily basis.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.088. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question twenty-one. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
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between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students feel a sense
of insecurity when attempting mathematics. This finding can be understood when one
considers the students that made up the treatment and control groups. The varying
mathematics ability levels within both groups means that the insecurity levels within
both groups varied a great deal as well. This large variation within both groups
contributed to why there was no significant difference found with this question.
Question twenty-four:
Question twenty-four addressed to what degree students usually enjoy
studying mathematics in school. The control and treatment groups completed the
same activities within the percents unit with the exception of the boss/secretary
activity and Gizmos computer simulations respectfully. Students within the treatment
group were excited that they were going to be able to complete Gizmos computer
simulations as their alternative activity and throughout the process were observed to
be enjoying the activity as well as being highly engaged in the Gizmos computer
simulations. Students within the control group that were completing the
boss/secretary activity were happy they were getting to complete a partner activity to
explore that mathematics concept but the researcher didn’t observe the same level of
enjoyment and excitement as the treatment group.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.068. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question twenty-four. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
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between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students usually
enjoy studying mathematics in school. Even though statistically there was no
significant difference with this question, the P-value was extremely close to 0.05.
This closeness can be explained through the use of Gizmos computer simulations as
the alternative activity. Between the control and treatment groups’ completion of the
pre-ATMI and post-ATMI, the students completed the same activities and instruction
with the exception of the alternative activities of Gizmos computer simulation and
boss/secretary partner activity. Even though statistically there was no significant
relationship between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students
usually enjoy studying mathematics in the school, it was observed that students
within the treatment group showed signs of great enjoyment during the completion of
the Gizmos computer simulations, which could explain the P-value being so close to
0.05.
Question twenty-six:
Question twenty-six addressed to what degree students like to solve new
problems in mathematics. Students within both the control and treatment groups were
solving the same types of mathematics problems throughout the percents unit as well
as their alternative activities. When students completed the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
they had just completed the same assessment with the same questions on it. They
were both in the same position where they were getting ready to start a new unit with
new mathematics problems.
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Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.623. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question twenty-six. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students like to solve
new problems in mathematics. This finding can be understood when one considers
the moment in which students completed the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI. Both the
control and treatment groups had just completed the same post assessment and were
getting ready to begin a new mathematics unit as well. Both groups were getting
ready to begin working with new mathematics problems at the time of the pre-ATMI
and post-ATMI completion. Based on the time in which the pre-ATMI and postATMI was given, it makes sense that there would be no significant difference with
this question.
Question twenty- nine:
Question twenty-nine addressed to what degree students really like
mathematics. There are many factors that can go into how a student answers this
question. In relation to this study, the factors that will be considered will be when the
pre-ATMI and post-ATMI were taken, the students’ mathematics ability level, and
the use of different activities (Gizmos computer simulations and boss/secretary
activity) within the unit.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.583. However, a P-value greater then
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0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question twenty-nine. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students really like
mathematics. Even though statistically there is no significant relationship between the
use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students really like mathematics,
it is important to identify that the other factors play an important role in how students
answered this question. Students within both the treatment and control groups were
completing the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI at the completion of the percents units and
both groups were made up of students with varying mathematics ability levels. In
fact, the students’ mathematics ability level and when students completed the preATMI and post-ATMI are factors that would have a larger impact on how a student
answered this question then the use of the alternate activities among the groups.
Based on the multiple factors that could affect how a student answers this question, it
makes sense that no significant difference would be found with this question.
Question thirty-one:
Question thirty-one addressed to what degree students find mathematics to be
a very interesting subject. Being engaged and motivated can be instrumental in
students finding a subject to be interesting. Throughout the research study student
engagement was observed in the treatment group while the Gizmos computer
simulations were being used. Students were also extremely interested in using
Gizmos computer simulations before, during, and after within the treatment group.
Multiple students asked the researcher if they could use the Gizmos computer
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simulations again for other mathematics concepts. Students within the control group
were observed being engaged and interested in their alternative activity. Several
students within the control group asked, after Gizmos computer simulations were
used within the treatment group, when they were going to be able to use them since
the treatment group had been talking about them.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.164. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-one. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students find
mathematics to be a very interesting subject. These findings can be understood
through the discussion of what the researcher observed from students throughout the
percents unit. Students within both the control and treatment groups were interested
in the use of Gizmos computer simulations. Students within the treatment group
found the Gizmos computer simulations interesting and enjoyed using them. Students
within the control group were intrigued by the treatment groups’ excitement of using
the Gizmos computer simulations and were looking forward to being able to use them
as well. The use of the Gizmos computer simulations within the treatment group and
the anticipation of being able to use them among the control group contributed to the
students in both groups interest in the subject of mathematics. Based on both groups
interest in Gizmos computer simulations, it makes sense that no significant difference
was found in this question.
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Question thirty-two:
Question thirty-two addressed to what degree students are willing to take
more than the required amount of mathematics. There are many factors that can be
discussed in relation to this question. Students’ willingness to take more then the
required amount of mathematics can be influenced by their age, their mathematics
ability level, and their engagement. The research study was conducted with 6th grade
students with varying mathematics ability levels within both the control and treatment
groups. Students within both groups appeared to be engaged throughout the unit with
students in the treatment group appearing to be more excited and engaged when
completing Gizmos computer simulations then the students in the control group
completing the boss/secretary activity. Students within the control group were excited
to be able to use the Gizmos computer simulations in the next unit.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.977. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-two. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students are willing
to take more than the required amount of mathematics. These results can be
understood when one considers the multiple factors that would contribute to the
degree in which students are willing to take more than the required amount of
mathematics. Students within both groups were the same age and of varying
mathematics ability levels. Even though students in the treatment group were excited
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and enjoyed using the Gizmos computer simulations and students in the control group
were excited about using them later, there are other factors that contributed to how
students answered this question on the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI so it makes sense
that there was no significant difference with this question.
Question thirty-four:
Question thirty-four addressed to what degree the challenge of math appeals
to students. This research study focuses on a mathematics concept that students
within both the treatment and control groups are being newly introduced to
throughout the mathematics unit. The researcher observed within both groups that
students were challenged throughout the unit. The Gizmos computer simulations
specifically were new to the treatment group and some students found them to be
challenging.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.618. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-four. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree the challenge of
math appeals to students. Based on the fact that students within both groups were
challenged with the new mathematics concept and the Gizmos computer simulations
were challenging specifically for the treatment group, it makes sense that students
within both groups felt similar about the appeal of mathematics being challenging.
The pre-ATMI and post-ATMI results on this question as having no significant
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difference are understandable since both groups felt challenged throughout the unit so
the appeal of that challenge would be similar between both groups.
Question thirty-six:
Question thirty-six addressed to what degree students believe studying math
helps them with problem solving in other areas. The research study was conducted
during the percents unit in which students in both groups did activities in which they
were solving real world mathematics problems using percents. Throughout the school
year in which the research study took place, a primary goal of the researcher was to
have students work with mathematics concepts by solving real world problems. This
intentional goal meant that students within both the treatment and control groups were
exposed to using mathematics to help them with problem solving in other areas
throughout the entire school year.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.735. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-six. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students believe
studying math helps them with problem solving in other areas. It is understandable
that both students within the control group and treatment group would have similar
feelings toward math helping them with problem solving in other areas based on the
use of real world math problems throughout the year. Even though the Gizmos
computer simulations allowed students in the treatment group to be engaged with not
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only a mathematics simulation but also addressed real world problems, these students
were exposed to the same real world problems throughout the year as the control
group. It makes sense when you consider this that there would be no significant
difference between the control and treatment group with this question.
Question thirty-seven:
Question thirty-seven addressed to what degree students are comfortable
expressing their own ideas on how to look for solutions to a difficult problem in math.
Being comfortable with expressing ones own ideas on how to look for solutions to
difficult problems in math deals with confidence and mathematics ability levels.
Students within both groups were of varying mathematics ability levels and
confidence levels. Gizmos computer simulations allowed the students within the
treatment group the opportunity to express their own ideas by writing them down
through the exploration guide on how they looked for solutions to difficult problems
in math. The boss/secretary activity allowed students within the control group the
opportunity to express their own ideas by saying them to a partner on how they
looked for solutions to difficult problems in mathematics.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.874. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-seven. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students are
comfortable expressing their own ideas on how to look for solutions to a difficult
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problem in math. Since both groups were of varying mathematics ability and
confidence levels, the use of the Gizmos computer simulations and use of
boss/secretary activity were the only varying factor between the groups. Both groups,
in different ways, were able to express their own ideas on how to look for solutions to
difficult math problems. The control group was able to do so vocally and the
treatment group was able to do so through written expression. Since both groups had
opportunities to express their own ideas on how to look for solutions to difficult math
problems, it makes sense that there would be no significant difference with this
question.
Question thirty-eight:
Question thirty-eight addressed to what degree students are comfortable
answering questions in math class. The mathematics ability levels of a student can
affect how comfortable a student is answering questions within a math class. Students
within the research study were of varying mathematics ability levels. The comfortability of students answering questions in math class was similar between both the
control and treatment groups.
Based on the statistical analysis between the pre-ATMI survey and postATMI survey, the question had a P-value of 0.931. However, a P-value greater then
0.05 value indicates no significant difference between the pre-ATMI and post-ATMI
question thirty-eight. This would indicate that there is no significant relationship
between the use of Gizmos computer simulations and the degree students are
comfortable answering questions in math class. This can be understood when one
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considers that students within both groups have varying mathematical abilities and
this can affect how comfortable students can be. It makes sense that there was no
significant difference with the degree students felt comfortable answering questions
in math class since there is a similar variance of mathematics ability levels within
both groups.
Limitations
The size of the control and treatment groups could be a considered a limitation
of this study. There were 16 middle school students within each of the control and
treatment groups. There were 23 and 25 students respectfully within each of the math
classes that the control and treatment groups were obtained from. Consent forms had
to be signed by parents to participate within this study. Consent forms were sent
home and parents were contacted to alert them of the nature of the study. Even with
the contact being made with parents, only 16 students within each of the math classes
brought back their consent forms allowing them to be part of the study. The absence
of consent forms stopped the researcher from using the remainder of the student data
within each of the control and treatment groups. If all consent forms had been brought
back, there could have been more participants within each of the control and
treatment groups. It is important to note that with the population in which this
research study took place, it is extremely difficult to get students to bring back items
from parents so one could surmise that having the majority of the consent forms
brought back can be considered a success. Still, the small size of both the control and
treatment group can be considered a limitation.
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The researcher being the sole observer could be considered a limitation. The
results of the research study are based on several components, one being the
observations of the researcher. The researcher observed the treatment and control
groups daily throughout and videotaped the class sessions daily to review and create
observation notes. These notes and observation conclusions are based on the
researchers own interpretations and no one else. It would have been helpful to have a
secondary observer to provide a second interpretation of the class periods in which
the research study was occurring. The research study took place over a two-and-ahalf-week period and the researcher was unable to have a secondary observer present
within the class periods for the length of the research study. The researcher took this
and the possible threat to validity due to bias seriously and was very mindful of both
during the construction of observation notes. Still, the researcher being the sole
observer could be considered a limitation within this research study.
Summary of Findings
The purpose of this research study was to determine what effect the use of
Gizmos computer simulations had on engagement and motivation within the middle
school mathematics classroom. To investigate the use of Gizmos computer
simulations, the researcher used control and treatment groups that received the same
instruction on percents throughout a two-and-a-half-week period with the exception
of the use of Gizmos computer simulations. Students within the treatment group
explored percents using proportions with the use of Gizmos computer simulations
over a three-day period while the control group completed an activity called
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boss/secretary. Students within both the control and treatment group took a preassessment as well as a post-assessment on percents as well as a pre and post
inventory on attitudes towards mathematics, ATMI. To determine what effects the
use of Gizmos computers simulations had on engagement within the middle school
mathematics classroom, the assessment data as well as the ATMI data were
statistically analyzed. Observations were made throughout the percent unit instruction
by the researcher as well.
Based on the statistical analysis of the percent assessment and ATMI there
were no significant difference found between the control and treatment group with the
exception of question four on the ATMI. Question four helped to discover to what
degree students feel mathematics helps them develop the mind and teaches them to
think. Through observations, all students within the treatment group appeared to be
engaged throughout the Gizmos computer simulation exploration time period.
Treatment group students began on the Gizmos computer simulation guide at the
same time but pacing for these students differed leading to some students being able
to complete the exploration guide in the given time period while other students were
not able to complete the exploration guide. During the time period the treatment
group students were working on the Gizmos computer simulation, the control group
students were completing a partner activity in which they had to explain the steps to
solving percent of a number questions to one another. Students within the control
group appeared to be engaged in this activity as well based on observations. Based
on observations, the researcher concluded that though all students were engaged in
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both the control and treatment group, students in the treatment group appeared to be
more excited and motivated with the idea and process of using Gizmos computer
simulation to explore the concept. The researcher believes that the excitement and
motivation that the treatment group exhibited assisted in the significant difference
findings for question four from the ATMI.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Overview
The purpose of the study was to investigate the use of Gizmos computer
simulations within the middle school mathematics classroom to determine the
benefits, if any, on student motivation and engagement.
This study arose from the need to determine what possible benefits existed in
relation to the use of Gizmos computer simulations within the middle school
mathematics classroom. Gizmos computer simulations have a substantial expense tied
to them and the school in which the study took place needed to determine if the
expense of the Gizmos computer simulation subscription was justified. There is very
little research on Gizmos computer simulations so the need for action research within
the school was necessary to determine possible benefits.
The investigation took place among a control group and a treatment group at
the 6th grade mathematics level. Students in both groups received identical instruction
on percents throughout a two-and-a-half-week period with the exception of the
treatment group working with Gizmos computer simulations to explore percents using
proportions over a three-day period. Students within the control group and treatment
group completed a pre and post assessment on percents and the ATMI before and
after instruction on percents. The researcher also completed daily observation notes
throughout the two-and-a-half-week period through the use of videotaping both the
control and treatment groups daily.
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Review of Research Question
The research question for this study was as follows: What impact does the use
of Gizmos as mathematics computer simulations have on a treatment group as
opposed to a control group that does not have access to mathematics computer
simulations? To investigate this question, the research addressed the following: What
do comparisons of survey results among the treatment and control groups say about
the impact of mathematics simulations on the motivation and engagement of students
based on their responses and feedback? What do comparisons of classroom
observations among the treatment and control groups say about the impact of
mathematics simulations on the motivation and engagement of students based on in
depth observations? What do the comparisons of multiple-choice assessments among
the treatment and control groups say about the impact of mathematics simulations on
motivation and engagement of students?
Gizmos Computer Simulations Discussion
According to the research study, there was little impact of Gizmos computer
simulations on student engagement and motivation within the middle school
mathematics classroom. Through the use of ATMI, assessment, and observations the
use of Gizmos computer simulations were investigated.
Barriers
There were some barriers that existed in this study as well as with the use of
Gizmos computer simulations in general. The study took place within a middle school
that has two computer labs for the entire school. This meant that the computer lab
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used for the Gizmos computer simulations had to be booked a head of time and only
could be booked for a three day period. Gizmos computer simulations allow students
to work at their own pace which is definitely a positive attribute. But when there is a
limited time to complete them it can hinder their usefulness depending on a student’s
ability to get through enough of the simulation. There were several students within
the treatment group that worked slowly at their own pace and did not complete the
exploration guide.
The time frame in which the Gizmos computer simulations took place was not
only limited based on the computer lab but also with the necessity of getting through
the percent unit in the amount of time designated. This meant that the three day
period that the Gizmos computer simulations took place was the only amount of time
they could take place. The attribute of Gizmos computer simulations could be
considered a barrier as well as the limited amount of time that had to be designated
for their use within this study. This could also be a barrier for use of Gizmos
computer simulations within the classroom setting for any educator.
Implications for Educators
With the increased emphasis on engagement and motivation, it is important
for educators to find activities that will engage and motivate students within the
classroom setting. Gizmos computer simulations provide an interesting opportunity
within the math or science class to possibly provide an engaging and motivational
activity for students. Due to the expense that is attached to Gizmos computer
simulations, it is important for educators to have information, other than research
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provided by Explorelearning, which can help determine if the engagement and
motivational benefits are worth the expense. This research study is important to
provide educators with such research.
According to the ATMI and assessments, there was little difference that
existed between the control and the treatment group. Each group completed the same
instruction and types of activities throughout the percent of a number unit with the
exception of the treatment group working on Gizmos computer simulations while the
control group completed an activity called boss/secretary for a three-day period. The
questions that were analyzed from the ATMI pre and post inventory were identified
as engagement or motivational type questions and only one of these questions showed
a significant difference between the control and treatment groups. The pre and post
assessments were also analyzed between the control and treatment groups and there
showed no significant difference between the two groups. The ATMI and assessments
suggest the Gizmos computer simulations and boss/secretary activity had the same
effect on the students within both the control and treatment groups based on the
statistical analysis with the exception of question four from the ATMI. Question four
can give some insight into how students felt about the use of Gizmos computer
simulations instead of a traditional classroom activity. The observation data can help
with this insight.
The observation data provides some interesting additional insight. Gizmos
computer simulations were a rarity among the students within the treatment group so
it was a new experience in which they were able to use computers. Through
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observations the researcher observed that students within the treatment group were
excited at the idea of using computers during the learning process throughout the
three-day Gizmos computer simulation days. The boss/secretary activity was an
activity both the control group and treatment group had completed for concepts that
had been taught throughout the school year so the same level of excitement among
the control group did not exist as it did within the treatment group. The excitement
among the treatment group also created a greater sense of motivation within the
group. As both activities began, the researcher observed that students within both the
control group and the treatment group were engaged in the learning process through
the activities. The excitement of using the computers within the treatment group
continued throughout the three day Gizmos computer simulation days and the
researcher observed multiple students that would rarely be excited about learning,
completely engaged and focused on the simulation and exploration guide. Students
within the control group were not as excited due to the type of activity they were
engaged in being used before but they did appear to be engaged throughout the
activity based on observations. This observation of the excitement and motivation
exhibited by the treatment group as opposed to the control group can be helpful in
explaining why question four from the ATMI showed a significant difference. It
makes sense that when the students felt extremely excited and motivated before,
during, and after the use of the Gizmos computer simulation, they also felt strongly
that the mathematics they were exploring helped them develop their minds and taught
them to think.
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These results provide educators with information on the use of Gizmos
computer simulations within the classroom. The excitement that students had for the
use of simulations within the treatment group is something that educators would like
to have within their classroom when they are engaging students in the learning
process. The Gizmos computer simulations provided this excitement among the
treatment group and students were engaged in the process. The same excitement
didn’t exist with the boss/secretary activity but students were still engaged in the
learning process. If an educator is only concerned about in sighting excitement and
engagement, then they would definitely want to use Gizmos computer simulations but
this is not the only thing educators have to concern themselves with. In conclusion,
through observation notes and the significant difference found on ATMI question
four, Gizmos computer simulations were somewhat effective in enhancing the
engagement and motivation of students within the treatment group. Since Gizmos
computer simulations have a significant cost associated with them, educators would
have to consider this as well as the data to determine if they should be using them in
their classroom. Educators with their limited amount of funding would most likely
determine that the benefits of using Gizmos computer simulations are not worth the
expense that is attached to them.
Implications for Further Research
Further research may be necessary to investigate the use of Gizmos computer
simulations and to determine if the benefits that exist from their use is worth their
expense. While this study investigated the use of Gizmos computer simulations, it
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investigated its use during a short-term period with a small sampling. Further research
could be conducted on the use of Gizmos computer simulations over a long-term
period with a larger sampling to determine if their use had long-term effects on
engagement and motivation among students.
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Appendix A
Gizmos Exploration Guide
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Appendix B
Percents and Proportions Gizmos Quiz

Assessment Questions (5):
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What percent of 60 is 42?

o

A. 58%

o

B. 63%

o

C. 70%

o
D. 143%
What is 45% of 90?
o

A. 40.5

o

B. 45

o

C. 50

o
D. 200
What percent of 75 is 21?
o

A. 15.75%

o

B. 21%

o

C. 28%

o
D. 54%
84 is 30% of what number?
o

A. 25.2

o

B. 35.7

o

C. 84

o
D. 280
What is 80% of 210?
o

A. 140

o

B. 160

o

C. 168

o

D. 262.
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Appendix C
Percent Pre-Assessment
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Appendix D
Percent Assessment
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Appendix E
Attitudes Toward Mathematics Inventory
ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS INVENTORY
Name ________________________
School _________________
Teacher ________________
Directions: This inventory consists of statements about your attitude toward mathematics.
There are no correct or incorrect responses. Read each item carefully. Please think about how
you feel about each item. Enter the letter that most closely corresponds to how each statement
best describes your feelings. Please answer every question.
PLEASE USE THESE RESPONSE CODES:
A – Strongly Disagree
B – Disagree
C – Neutral
D – Agree
E – Strongly Agree
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Mathematics is a very worthwhile and necessary subject.
I want to develop my mathematical skills.
I get a great deal of satisfaction out of solving a mathematics problem.
Mathematics helps develop the mind and teaches a person to think.
Mathematics is important in everyday life.
Mathematics is one of the most important subjects for people to study.
Mathematics courses would be very helpful no matter what I decide to study.
I can think of many ways that I use math outside of school.
Mathematics is one of my most dreaded subjects.
My mind goes blank and I am unable to think clearly when working with
mathematics.
Studying mathematics makes me feel nervous.
Mathematics makes me feel uncomfortable.
I am always under a terrible strain in a math class.
When I hear the word mathematics, I have a feeling of dislike.
It makes me nervous to even think about having to do a mathematics
problem.
Mathematics does not scare me at all.
I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to mathematics.
I am able to solve mathematics problems without too much difficulty.
I expect to do fairly well in any mathematics class I take.
I am always confused in my mathematics class.
I feel a sense of insecurity when attempting mathematics.
I learn mathematics easily.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

I am confident that I could learn advanced mathematics.
I have usually enjoyed studying mathematics in school.
Mathematics is dull and boring.
I like to solve new problems in mathematics.
I would prefer to do an assignment in math than to write an essay.
I would like to avoid using mathematics in high school.
I really like mathematics.
I am happier in math class than in any other class.
Mathematics is a very interesting subject.
I am willing to take more than the required amount of mathematics.
I plan to take as much mathematics as I can during my education.
The challenge of math appeals to me.
I think studying advanced mathematics is useful.
I believe studying math helps me with problem solving in other areas.
I am comfortable expressing my own ideas on how to look for solutions to a
difficult problem in math.
I am comfortable answering questions in math class.
A strong math background could help me in my professional life.
I believe I am good at solving math problems.

© Martha Tapia 1996
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